
Case Scenario 

A patient presents to clinic, has vitals taken, but refuses to 
be weighed. The medical tech insists, saying it is a critical 
part of the intake, while the patient states that it is not 
relevant to her current visit and that stepping on a public 
scale is stigmatizing



Medicalization of Size 
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Conflating Health and Size 



Individualized rather than Societal 



Racialized Ties 





Shaming is powerful but ineffective



Critiquing the data 

There can be real health effects 

Linked to delayed healing, recurrent 
hernia, and ostomy complications 

Must remain thoughtful 



Doing Better 
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Discussion Points 
• How can we revise clinic procedure? What if they are tied to things like insurance?
• How can you address obesity with patients when there is clear evidence it is impacting 

their health? What if I may be affecting their health but they are there for a totally 
different reason? (eg and obese patient presents with an earache) 

• How do you correct fat bias when you hear it from your colleagues? 



Case Scenario 

A patient’s family member is visiting their loved on after 
surgery, but is always standing. The team offers a small chair 
that is unlikely to fit the family member

Discussion Points 
• What does the built environment signal to patients and families 
• If you need to request bariatric supplies how can you do it in a way that’s affirming?
• What is a team member suggests that it would be good for the person to stand? 



Case Scenario 

A patient comes in to discuss an elective hernia surgery. The 
surgeon states that the patient needs to lose 50 pounds 
before they will be a candidate. The patient is visibly upset 
and states that the surgeon is fat phobic 

Discussion Points 
• Can there be absolute contraindications to surgery 
• How could the surgeon raise this topic in a way that is affirming to everyone? 
• How should the surgeon respond to accusations of bias?



Survey

Please complete the following brief survey to assess your learning from 
today's session and provide feedback on your experience.
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